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Abstract - Testing the reliability of an application usually
requires a good usage model that accurately captures the likely
sequences of inputs that the application will receive from the
environment. Markov usage models and their variations have
been found to be well suited for generating test cases that are
statistically close to what the application is expected to receive
when in production. In this article, we study the specific case of
web applications. We present an evaluation method for
estimating the accuracy of various reliability-testing usage
models. The method is based on comparison between observed
users’ traces and traces inferred from the usage model. Our
method gauges the accuracy of the reliability-testing usage
model by calculating the sum of goodness-of-fit values of each
traces and scaling the result between 0 and 1.
Keywords: Web applications, Usage model evaluation,
Reliability testing, Markov chains.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, the problem of improving
software quality has attracted a lot of research interest. One
quality attribute of importance is software reliability. For a
material system, reliability is usually defined by the expected
time of operation after which the system will fail. In the case
of a software system, it can be defined by the expected
number of usages before it will fail. A usage, in this context,
may be a request provided by the environment, or a complete
usage session, for instance in the case of an application with
an interface to a human user.
Many formal reliability estimation techniques have been
discovered and developed: reliability growth models [1],
operational profile testing [2] and statistical usage testing [3].
Statistical usage testing is used to validate the developed
software based on the intended usage, and provides
reliability measurements as well. However, in practice, the
coverage provided by the test cases cannot be exhaustive.
Thus the purpose of a realistic reliability testing campaign
cannot be to execute every possible test case. In this context,
it is important to test first those behavior patterns that occur
most frequently under normal operating conditions. This idea
has been applied with great success to certain large software
projects: Google was for example able to deliver an internet
browser, Chrome, that was remarkably reliable from its first
release, not necessarily because it was tested against more
web pages than the other browsers, but because it was tested

against the web pages that Google knew people were most
looking at1.
Several usage models proposed in the past two decades
can be applied to simulate the operational environment of the
system under test for reliability estimation. In [4], a
tree-based structure is used to represent the collection of
paths inferred from a log file in order to present the users’
web surfing pattern. First-order Markov chain models are
also widely used in reliability testing [5], [6], [7]. In 2000,
Borges and Levene proposed a new Markov model based on
extracting user navigation patterns by using a Hypertext
Probabilistic Grammar model (HPG) and N-grams [8]. Later,
they presented a new method that uses clustering in a way
that enables the model to represent higher-order conditional
probabilities [9]. More recently, we proposed a hybrid
tree-like Markov usage model. Assuming that most users’
usage sessions start with popular pages, we constructed a
model based on a modified tree that captures the most
frequent behaviors, while adding also a Markov chain that
captures infrequent behaviors [10].
In this paper, we provide a method to measure the
accuracy of a usage model as compared with the users’ real
usage history in order to answer the following questions
encountered in reliability testing: (1) Given several usage
models, which one captures best the users’ operational
profile and should thus be used for reliability estimation, in
order to improve the accuracy of software reliability testing?
(2) If the usage model is parameterized, how can the values
of the parameters be optimized? We focus our discussion
around Web applications. Our method evaluates the accuracy
of a model by taking into account the covariance differences
between the observed transition visiting frequencies and the
model-implied transition visiting frequencies, given all
possible users’ web visiting trails. We store the observe
user’s behavior and the model-implied behavior in two
matrices capturing the probabilities of choosing a given page
as the next page, given the path that was followed to reach
the current page. Clearly, the better the usage model captures
the user’s behaviors, the more similar the two matrices are.
The covariance difference criterion used is chi-square (χ ).
We present a way to determine the extent to which the
observed user usage behaviors fit the Markov usage models.
In order to strengthen our experimental results, we use the
k-fold cross validation testing strategy [11].
1

See http://www.google.com/googlebooks/chrome/, page 10 for a
graphical illustration.
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Applicaation State Sequeences
S-11-3-5-T
S-33-4-T
S-22-3-4-T
S-22-3-5-T

Nb
4
2
1
3

(a)

Figure 1 An example of a first-order Markovv Chain model: (aa) a collection
of appliccation state sequennces and (b) the corresponding first-oorder Markov
chain model

In the past deccades, several published hiigher-order
Markovv usage moddeling in datta mining annd pattern
recogniition are also suitable for reliability esttimate. An
N-gram
m navigation m
model has beenn explored by B
Borges and
Levenee in 2000 to exttract user naviggation patterns by using a
Hyperteext Probabilisttic Grammar m
model structure (HPG) and
N-gram
ms [8]. In thheir work, an N-gram capptures user
behavioor over a subseet of N consecuutive pages. Thhey assume
that onnly the N-1 preevious pages haave a direct efffect on the
probabiility of the nexxt page selecteed. To capturee this, they
reuse tthe concept oof “gram” takeen from the domain of
probabiility language learning [16]. Consider, for example, a
web sitte composed off six states {A
A1, A2, A3, A44, A5, A6}.
The obbserved appliccation state ssequences aree given in
Table 1 (Nb denotess the number of occurrencees of each
sequencce).
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Similaar criticisms cann of course be m
made of first-orrder Markov
modeels for non Web applications.

TABLE 1. A COLLECTION OF APPLICATION STATE SEQUENCES

Application State Sequences
A1-A2-A3
A1-A2-A4
A5-A2-A4
A5-A2-A6

Nb
3
1
3
1

A bigram model is established using first-order
probabilities. That is, the probability of the next choice
depends only on the current position and is given by the
frequency of the bigram divided by the overall frequency of
all bigrams with the same current position. In the example of
Table 1, if we are interested in the probabilities of choices
from application state A2, we have to consider bigrams
(sequences including two application states) that start with
state A2. This includes the following: Segment A2-A3 has a
frequency of 3, and other bigrams with A2 in their current
position include the segments A2-A4 and A2-A6 whose
frequency are 4 and 1, respectively; therefore,
p(A3|A2)=3/(3+4+1)=3/8. It is not difficult to see that the
2-gram model is a first-order Markov chain, the first-order
Markov usage model. The second-order model is obtained by
computing the relative frequencies of all trigrams, and higher
orders can be computed in a similar way. Figure 2 shows the
3-gram model corresponding the sessions in Table 1.

Figure 3 an example of the cloning operation in dynamic clustering
modeling

More recently, we have presented a new method that can
be used to create an accurate statistical usage model for
reliability testing of web applications from log files [10].
Since for web applications the choice of the next page to be
visited depends on the “history”, the user’s operational
profile in the context of the previous pages visited can be
presented
as
a
conditional
probability
| , ,…,
where s , s , … , s ‐ is the visiting trail
of past web pages is. Using the definition of conditional
probability, we see that p s |s , s , … , s ‐ equals
p s |s , s , … , s ‐

Subsequently, the same authors showed in 2004 how to
use higher-order Markov models in order to infer web usage
from log files [8]. They propose to duplicate states for which
the first-order probabilities induced by their out-links diverge
significantly from the corresponding second-order
probabilities. Take Table 1 again as example. Consider state
2 and its one-order probability p(A3|A2)=3/8, and its
two-order probability p(A3|A1A2)=3/4. The large difference
between p(A3|A2) and p(A3|A1A2) indicates that coming
from state A1 to state A2 is a significant factor on the
decision to visit A3 immediately afterwards. To capture this
significant effect, they split state A2 as illustrated in figure 3.
A user-defined threshold defines how much the first and
second order probabilities must differ to force a state
splitting. A k-means clustering algorithm is used to decide
how to distribute a state’s in-links between the split states.

4

Using the chain rule, the probability of a visiting trail is
given by:
,…,

,

| ,…,

5

In practice we always keep user visiting sessions as well
as conditional probabilities of visiting sessions in a tree
structure. Let c s , s , … , s ‐ , s denote the frequency count
of the trail, then the estimate of the conditional probability
by the frequency counts is (6):
p s s ,s ,…,s ‐

Figure 2. 3-gram model corresponding to the sessions given in Table 1

p s ,s ,…,s ‐ ,s
p s ,s ,…,s ‐

c s ,s ,…,s ‐ ,s
c s ,s ,…,s ‐

6

Although the tree-structured Markov usage model
contains the full user behavior information, it is quite
impractical for the use in reliability estimation, mainly due to
its very large size. Our hybrid tree-like Markov usage model
preserves the strength of the tree-structured Markov usage
model while providing high coverage and good scalability.
The method uses a tree structure to preserve statistically
significant information of the user behavior, as gathered
from the log files. The initially very large tree (shown on a
very small sample on Figure 4.b) is reduced in three steps:
first, frequency pruning removes the branches that are almost
never followed. The pruning is controlled by a parameter,
called “frequency threshold” θ. When the calculated
conditional probability of a branch is lower than the
frequency threshold, the branch is cut. Then, a test known as
the “Cochran criterion” is used to remove states that do not
carry reliable statistical information. This Cochran criterion
states that in order to apply the test of independence, at most
20% of the possible alternatives should have fewer than six
instances in the sample set [18]. To avoid the loss of the
model’s coverage, the states removed during these two steps
are merged into a first-order Markov chain model (called the
“lower Markov chain”) that captures infrequent behaviors.
Following the Cochran criterion, the tree model after
frequency pruning (θ =5%) and Cochran criterion pruning is
illustrated in Figure 4.c.The pruned tree is further reduced

thhrough mergin
ng of model staates correspon
nding to the sam
me
aapplication stattes and on whiich user behaviior is statisticaally
ssimilar. For exaample, in Figu
ure 5.a, the mod
del states 1.a and
a
11.b denote th
he same app
plication state with differeent
““histories”. If the users’ beh
havior is very similar at som
me
aapplication staate even thou
ugh the trails by which th
hey
rreached this ap
pplication statee are different,, the model staate
sshould be merg
ged. The judgm
ment of similariity is made by an

(a)

A collecction of application
n state sequence

(c)

The treee model after pruniing

indepenndence test. Affter merging, thhe resulting “trree”, which
is calleed the “uppeer tree”, conttains the mosst frequent
behavioors, which arre statistically significant. F
Figure 4.d
shows the model aftter merging byy independencee test with
significcance level 0..05. In practicce, the resultiing hybrid
Markovv usage modell is drastically smaller than tthe original
tree off sequences, but still conttains all the significant
behaviooral and coveraage informationn.

(b)

(d)

T
The tree of sequennces captured from
m table a

Hybrid Markkov model construucted by sessions iin table a

Figure 4 An example of hybrid
h
tree-like M
Markov usage modeel

usage m
model that is too be used for esstimating the reeliability of
the sysstem through rreliability testiing. Therefore, finding a
statisticcally significan
ant usage moddel has a praactical and
substanntive meaning.
a.

Figuree 5 An example off merging two mod
del states

III.

MODEL
M
EVALUA
ATION METHOD BASED ON
COVARIANC
CE ANALYSIS

As revieweed in Section 2, lower-orderr or higher-ord
der
M
Markov modells can be useed to capture software usaage
ppatterns. In oth
her words, they
y all can be useed to simulate the
t
ooperational env
vironment of a system for reliability
r
testin
ng.
H
However, the following
f
quesstion arises: Which
W
model can
c
bbest represent th
he real operatio
onal behavior of
o the users? – Or
inn other words: To what exteent are the testt cases generatted
bby a usage mo
odel similar to the observed user behavior as
ddocumented in
n the executio
on sequences recorded in the
t
aapplication log
g files? Thesee questions will
w have to be
aanswered by th
he software en
ngineer who wants
w
to selectt a

Obbserved data annd model-impllied data
A ggood Markov uusage model ccontains the ussers’ usage
informaation and accurrately capturess the probabilitiies of these
usages.. In other worrds, if we obseerve the users’’ behaviors
under tthe same condditions, the beehavior suggessted by the
usage m
model should not be significcantly differennt from the
behavioor observed wiith real users. F
For example, T
Table 2 is a
collectiion of observved applicationn state sequeences from
users’ uusage, also caalled test sampple, and the ussage model
under ttest is a first-oorder Markov uusage model (F
Figure 1.b)
obtaineed from a trainiing sample (Figgure 1.a).
TABLLE 2. AN OBSERVED
D SAMPLE OF APPL
LICATION STATE SE
EQUENCES

Applicaation State Sequeences
S-1-3-5-T
S-3-4-T
S-22-3-4-T
S-22-3-5-T

Nb
8
2
3
9

Our obbservation sam
mple of Tablee 2 suggests that users
reachinng state 3 after the state sequeence s-1-3 alw
ways choose

state 5 afterwards, which can be expressed by the conditional
probability 5| , 1,3
1 . The observed frequency of
choosing 5 after visiting trail s-1-3 is 5| , 1,3
8. In the
following, we call this the “observed values”. On the other
hand, the usage model implies that the probability of
choosing state 5 with the previous visiting trail s-1-3 is 70%.
Counting from observation sample, the
, 1,3
8. Thus,
the model indicated frequency of choosing 5 after the
visiting trail s-1-3 is 5| , 1,3
5| , 1,3 ∗
, 1,3
0.7 ∗ 8 5.6 . In the following, we call this the
“model-implied values”. Due to the significant difference
between the observed and model-implied values, we can say
that the usage model does not capture the user’s behavior
after visiting s-1-3.
Based on this simple example, if we want to evaluate the
whole model’s fitness, we need to analyze the differences
between observed and model-implied values under all
conditions. Assume
, ,…,
, is a trail observed
in the test sample, the model implied frequency value,
| , ,…,
, is calculated by formula (7), where
| ,…,
is the conditional probability from the
is the frequency of prefix
model and
,…,
subsequence s , … , s ‐ in the test sample.
c s |s , … , s ‐

p

s |s , … , s ‐ *c s , … , s ‐

7

All observed values and model-implied values are
stored in two: the sample matrix (S) and the expected matrix
(E). For the example of Table 2, the matrices S and E are
shown in the table 3
TABLE 3. AN EXAMPLE OF OBSERVED VALUES AND MODEL IMPLIED VALUES

1
2
3
4
5

s
8
12
2
0
0

1
2
3
4
5

s
8.8
8.8
4.4
0
0

s-1
0
0
8
0
0
(a)

…
…
…
…
…
…

s-2-3
0
0
0
3
9

…
…
…
…
…
…

s-2-3
0
0
0
3.6
8.4

…
…
…
…
…
…

S-Observed values

s-1
0
0
8
0
0
(b)

s-2
0
0
12
0
0
s-2
0
0
12
0
0

…
…
…
…
…
…

E-Model-implied values

S[i][j] represents the observed frequency of going to state
i when the prefix j was followed. Similarly, E[i][j] represents
the model-implied frequency of going to state i when the
prefix j is followed. Note that S contains all the information
we can get from the observation sample.
b.

Logic of chi-square test
The classic statistical method to evaluate whether a
model fits the observation is through covariance analysis and
the chi-square test. Borges and Levene also used the
chi-square test to estimate the predictive power of

higher-order Markov models [19]. The χ value is given by
(8)3
8
A significant χ value relative to the degrees of freedom
indicates that the observed and model-implied matrices differ.
A non-significant χ value indicates that the two matrices
are similar; indicating that the usage model accurately
represents the usage pattern. Whether a χ value is
significant or non-significant is determined by the χ
distribution and its null hypothesis. If the χ value is larger
than χ given by the corresponding χ distribution and a
certain significant level, we reject the hypothesis, that is, the
model under test does not represent the user’s behavior.
Otherwise, we say the usage model fits the user behavior
represented by the observation sample.
However, in practice the, chi-square test has limitations:
1. Some basic assumptions underlying the chi-square test
may be false and the distribution of the statistics may not
hold when these assumptions are violated [20].
2. A chi-square test offers only a dichotomous decision
strategy implied by a statistical decision rule and cannot be
used to quantify the degree of model fitness along a
continuum [21]
3. The chi-square test of model fitness can lead to
erroneous conclusions. Since the chi-square test is a direct
function of the sample size, the probability of rejecting the
model increases as the sample size increases, even when the
model is minimally false [22].
c.

Logic of the Goodness-Of-Fit Index test
George Box said "All models are wrong, but some are
useful" [23]. As we discussed above, the chi-square test may
reject any model when the sample size is large enough. But
some of the rejected models are still quite useful. Our goal
should not be to decide whether the model is "correct" or
"wrong", but to describe the extent to which the model
captures the data. In particular, we want to be able to know
whether one model fits the data better than another one.
Markov usage models can be used to create a series of
nested models capturing more and more “history”. It starts
with an independent usage model, which does not capture
any correlations between states at all. In this case, the user
behavior as described by a model that does not depend on
any factors, not even the current state. Then, the first-order
Markov usage model introduces the first-order conditional
probabilities: it captures a behavior where the choice of the
next operation depends on the current state Then,
higher-order Markov usage models can capture correlations
between states that are further and further apart in the
“history” leading to a more and more detailed usage pattern.
3

If the model does not expect a sequence contained in the
observed sample, the corresponding entry in the observation matrix
S is a non-zero value, yet the model-expected value is zero. In this
case, we correct χ to S
E /1.

Finally, the series of usage models ends with an ideal
Markov usage model which is able to describe exactly the
user behavior and all correlations in the observed usage
behavior. In other words, the ideal Markov usage model fits
all observations. Thus, the difference between the values of
the observation matrix S and the matrix E of the ideal
Markov usage model is 0 in all situations. Consequently, we
can position any possible Markov usage model on a scale
ranging from 0 to 1 representing the so-called
Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI), where the independent model
is the reference of the worst usage model (GFI = 0) and the
ideal Markov usage model is the best one (GFI = 1). The
equation to find the position of any “proposed” usage model
on this scale is given by (9) [22]
9
where
is the chi-square value of the
denotes the chi-square value
independent model, χ
expresses the chi-square
of the proposed model and χ
value of ideal model (thus χ
is always 0 by definition).
We note that the GFI value has no statistical meaning,
therefore it is not easy to provide a meaningful interpretation.
For instance, what does it mean if the GFI value of a model
is 80%? – Experience is required to associate some meaning
the various possible GFI values. Bentler and Bonett claim
that a GFI value of more than 90% indicates the model fits
the observed data well [22]. This shortcoming of the GFI
value comes with an advantage: Since there is no statistical
meaning, we do not have to worry about the basic
assumptions on the statistical distributions (see limitation (1)
at the end of Section III (b)). In particular, we do not have to
worry about the “Cochran criterion” which is often applied
to the chi-square values for usage sequence of low
frequency.
In practice, statistical accuracy is not the only criterion
that is relevant to evaluate a usage model. The model size is
also of importance. In fact, provided that we have access to a
training sample that is large enough, the tree model will have
a GFI of 1. However, this model cannot really be used
because of its very large size. Therefore, in our model
evaluation, in order to chose a model for reliability testing,
we would tend to select a model that has fewer states among
the ones that have a good enough GFI (say above 90%).
IV.
a

EXPERIMENT

Goodness-of-fit Index
We conducted experiments with a real data set from a
web site called Bigenet (http://www.bigenet.org). Bigenet is
a genealogy web site allowing access to numerous registers –
birth, baptism, marriages, death and burials – in France. The
data set is organized as a list of visiting sessions from the
access log files of the web server and the functional model of
the application. We had at our disposal the access log files
for the period from September 2009 to September 2010.

Table 4 presents a summary of the characteristics of the
visiting sessions during this period.
TABLE 4. SUMMARY STATISTIC FOR THE DATA SET FROM BIGENET

Characteristics
Num. of Application States
Num. of Request
Num. of Sessions
Num. of Application State Sequences
Ave. Session length
Max. Session length

Bigenet
30
638546
88666
27107
7.20
199

In order to avoid the estimate bias, we used k-fold cross
validation: we split the whole sample S into k sub-samples
s , … , s of approximately equal size. The usage model is
trained and tested k times. For each t ∈ 1, … , k , we use all
sub-samples except s to train model, then use s to test the
model. In this experiment, we split our sample set S of 88666
visiting sessions into three randomly selected sub-samples
(folds). This insures that the usage model is trained and
tested with large enough data sets. Thus, each usage model is
trained and tested three times, and the GFI reported in Table
5 is the average.
We tested four different usage models. For each one, we
report the GFI value as well as the number of states in Table
1.
TABLE 5. SUMMARY RESULT OF THE GOODNESS-OF-FIT INDEX TEST FOR
FOUR DIFFERENT USAGE MODELS

First-order MCUM
Hybrid tree-like MUM
Optimized hybrid tree-like MUM
Tree model

Goodness-of-fit
index
72.84%
88.69%
91.98%
98.69%

Model
size
32
950
898
225066

The four models shown in Table 5 are the following. (1)
The first-order Markov chain usage model, (2) the “hybrid
tree-like Markov usage model” presented in [10] with a
frequency pruning threshold of 5%, (3) an “optimized hybrid
tree-like Markov usage model” where a branch is pruned
when there are less than 25 observations for it (instead of
having less than 5% of the alternatives), and (4) the tree
model containing all branches of the training sample. We
note that the first-order Markov chain usage model has a
relatively low GFI. Thus, it is not very suitable to simulate
software’s operational environment of reliability testing.
Although the hybrid tree-like Markov usage model has a
much better GFI, it is still below 90%, which shows that it
could be improved. Tracing the issue, we found that using a
percentage to prune the low-frequency branches in the tree
may lead to over-pruning. Since the hybrid tree-like Markov
usage model is a parameter-based model, we were able to
optimize the pruning parameter (in this case by setting it to a
count of 25) to achieve high accuracy while maintaining a
small model size.
As shown in Table 5, we note that the accuracy of the
optimized hybrid tree-like Markov usage model has an
improved GFI value (91.98% instead of 88.69%) while the
model size is reduced by more than 50 states. The GFI value
of the tree model is nearly 100%. The difference of 1.31%

rresults from thee difference beetween the traiining sample and
a
teesting sampless. This differen
nce decreases as
a the sizes of the
t
trraining and testing samples increase. In th
his case, the trree
m
model, which approaches
a
the ideal model, has
h an GFI vallue
thhat is 6.71% better than the
t optimized hybrid tree-liike
M
Markov chain usage
u
model, however,
h
the siize of this mod
del
is much larger (by
( a factor 250
0).
b

Comparing the Generateed Test Sequen
nces
o our evaluatiion of reliabillity-testing usaage
The goal of
m
model is of cou
urse to be ablee to select a model
m
from whiich
w
we can generatte test sequences that fit userr’s behavior weell,
aand that is not too
t large. In order to see visuaally how well the
t
teest sequences generate from the model fit,, we selected the
t
ffirst-order MCU
UM and the Op
ptimized hybrid tree-like MU
UM
m
models and used a random walk
w
on the model
m
to produ
uce
ssample sequencces.

In th
this experimentt, we randomlyy selected 29,5446 sessions
out of the 88,666 too train our m
models. We used another
29,546 sessions from
m the remaininng set as refeerence, and
generatted 29,546 sesssions from botth models. Wee sorted the
sequencces using radixx-sort to have a consistent aand regular
orderinng of the sequeences in all threee sets. We theen map the
sorted sequence sets to the imagess (shown in Fiigure 6) by
assigninng colors to different appllication states.. Figure 6
shows the differencee between the three sets, w
where white
place m
means empty.
As explained in Section IV a., the GFI of first-order
MCUM
M is 72.84%, w
while the GFI O
Optimized hybrrid tree-like
MUM is 91.98%. Ass expected, the graph obtaineed from the
sequencces of Optim
mized hybrid ttree-like MUM
M (middle)
closely matches the graph obtainedd from the refference set
(top), w
while the graaph obtained from the seqquences of
first-ordder MCUM (bbottom) is muuch more diffe
ferent. This
providees a visual conffirmation of ouur results.

Figure 6 Generated
G
Test Seq
quences Sets from different usage M odels

c

Selecting Best
B Model Parameters
In parameeter-based usaage models, using differeent
pparameters witth the same trraining rules leeads to differeent
m
models. In thiss section we usse our hybrid tree-like Mark
kov
uusage model to
o illustrate how
w the Goodness-of-Fit Index can
c
bbe used to op
ptimize param
meter-based usage models. As
A
eexplained in Section II, the hybrid tree-lik
ke Markov usaage

model has parameteers (frequencyy-pruning andd Cochran
criterioon) that can leadd to a usage moodel that has a very much
reducedd “upper tree”” and injects m
more informatioon into the
“lower Markov moddel”. Thereforee, the frequenncy-pruning
threshoolds play a cruccial role for moodel accuracy aand size. In
our preevious paper, w
we introduced these parameters but did
not disccuss how to sett them.

The elimination of low-frequency branches in the upper
tree can be done via two parameters: the percentage
threshold
and the count threshold c. When the conditional
probability of a branch is lower than θ and/or the frequency
of a branch is lower than c, the branch is cut.
TABLE 6. THE TRENDS OF MODEL SIZE AND MODEL ACCUARCY WITH
DIFFERENT PARAMETERS

θ\c
N/A
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

N/A
72.84
83.14
87.72
87.98
88.69
92.73

max
θ\c
1.00
32
0.20
191
0.15
520
0.10
589
0.05
944
0.00 2051

(a) GFI matrix
500
200
100
50
87.96 89.87 90.84 91.47
90.96 91.42 91.94 92.23
91.13 91.58 92.04 92.31
91.48
91.9 92.17 92.36
91.82 92.21 92.36 92.48
92.73 92.73 92.73 92.73
(b) Model size matrix
500
200
100
50
87
160
278
485
756
980 1201 1406
917 1123 1360 1537
1121 1331 1532 1677
1416 1633 1738 1824
2051 2051 2051 2051

25
91.98
92.41
92.46
92.5
92.57
92.73
25
898
1694
1769
1835
1927
2051

0
92.73
92.73
92.73
92.73
92.73
92.73
0
2051
2051
2051
2051
2051
2051

Table 6 shows the how model accuracy (a) and the model
size (b) change with different parameters values. The rows
show how these values evolve with c for a fixed θ and the
lines show the other way around. Each branch is pruned if its
conditional probability is lower than θ and the branch
frequency is lower than c. The matrices show us that with θ
and c decreasing, the accuracy of the model increases but so
does its size. One can then choose parameters that yield a
good enough accuracy (usually above 90%) with an
acceptable model size.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a method to assess the
accuracy of various Markov usage models. The goal is to
help test designer to select a practical usage model for web
application reliability testing. The method uses the
chi-square value to measure the distance between the
probability distributions of predicted by the usage model and
the probabilities observed in a testing sample. We use the
Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) to position the proposed model
on a scale ranging from a worst usage model to an ideal
model that fits all observations. We can position any Markov
usage models on this scale to reflect its relative accuracy.
Therefore, testers can now compare different Markov usage
models and selected the one that yields an acceptable
accuracy and has an acceptable size. It is also possible to use
this approach to optimize the values of model parameters in
order to find the best usage model instance.
In contrast to some empirical studies on the same
question (such as [17]), we provide a statistical view of
model fitness and accuracy that can be applied to all Markov
usage models. Compared with previous studies based on
classical chi-square tests to estimate the model’s accuracy
(such as [19]), our method overcomes the following two

weaknesses. First, the result of a chi-square test depends on
the test sample size. When the test sample size is small, the
chi-square test tends to accept the hypothesis that the model
accurately captures the user’s behavior. On the other hand,
when the test sample is large, the chi-square test tends to
reject the hypothesis. Our method reduces this impact of the
sample size. Second, the chi-square test is a dichotomous
decision based on the chi-square distribution relative to the
degrees of freedom; it determines the confidence that the
model accurately represents the behavior of the testing
sample. The Goodness-of-Fit Index positions the accuracies
of a model within a continuous closed interval which makes
it easy to compare the accuracy of different usage models.
Thus, it is easy to determine the best model or most suitable
model for the simulation of the operational environment in
reliability testing.
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